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Benefits
 DynaGrid reduced
simulation run-time
by 3.5x
 DynaGrid accurately
captured the physics
and results of the
fine grid model

Why Implement?

Why Simulate?

Results

Investigate the efficiency of applying
ES-SAGD to improve recovery from
heavy oil reservoirs

Compare and evaluate the effects of SAGD
and ES-SAGD processes on the same
synthetic heavy oil reservoir

CHLOE proved ES-SAGD improved
the RF by 14% and the CSOR was
reduced by 27%

Heavy and extra-heavy oil represent approximately six trillion barrels of the recoverable
and non-recoverable global oil resources. Due to the bitumen’s high viscosity and
immobility at reservoir conditions, production is often very challenging.
Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD), a proven recovery process in Alberta, Canada, delivers both high
oil production and ultimate recoveries; however, it also has two mains drawbacks. Firstly, the high water
requirement and high energy consumption required for recovery; and secondly, the environmental issues
related to greenhouse gas emissions. Expanding Solvent-SAGD (ES-SAGD) is now gaining traction among oil
and gas operators, as the steam and diluted solvent working together improves recovery rates while also
reducing environmental impact.
To investigate the efficiency of ES-SAGD, CHLOE, the ‘Open and Experimental Centre for Heavy Oil’ at the
University of Pau, in France undertook a two stage study to compare and evaluate SAGD co-injected with
solvent and steam, using STARSTM, a thermal and advanced processes reservoir simulator. In stage one, CHLOE
modelled a synthetic homogeneous reservoir with an initial reservoir temperature of 10oC to simulate both
SAGD and ES-SAGD processes.

ES-SAGD Simulation
When simulating an ES-SAGD recovery, several phenomena affect the results, including: gravity drainage, heat
transfer and mass transfer. These phenomena typically occur at the edge of the steam chamber, specifically at
the condensation and solvent-rich zones. Accurate and reliable simulation results depend upon the grid scale;
consequently using a fine grid will attain good interpretation of those phenomena on the edge of the steam
chamber. However, the fine grid does significantly increase simulation run-time.
To achieve reasonable run times and ensure reliable results, CMG recommended applying Dynamic Gridding
(DynaGrid) to amalgamate fine grid cells to create coarse grid cells as a function of dynamically changing
amalgamation criteria. DynaGrid allows the simulation to use fine grid where necessary, i.e. near the steam/
solvent chamber front and coarse grids away and inside the front. Grid amalgamation is triggered when
the gradient between neighbouring cells, of the the specified physical property’s value, is less than the user
defined threshold. One challenge evident during the ES-SAGD process is that the region requiring fine grid
blocks constantly changes as the steam/solvent chamber front progress through the reservoir, and DynaGrid
automatically accounts for such situations.

Solvent Injection
For stage two of the study, CHLOE modelled the injection of several solvents, ranging from C3 (Propane) to C12
(Dodecane), into a heterogeneous reservoir. The simulation results showed oil production and solvent recovery
decrease when injecting light solvents, such as C3, with steam. However, mixing a small amount of C3 (5%) with
an intermediate and heavy solvent (35% and 60% molar fraction respectively) resulted in an improved recovery
factor while reducing the Cumulative Steam Oil Ratio (CSOR).
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The SAGD simulation study showed that increasing the injection pressure, also increased the recovery factor
but caused the CSOR to increase as well. For ES-SAGD, the simulation results demonstrated initial water
saturation reduces the recovery factor and increases the CSOR. Introducing reservoir heterogeneities showed
that low permeability layers adversely affect both SAGD and ES-SAGD efficiencies.
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Figure 1 - Steam chamber growth with time for the fine model (reference model)
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Figure 2 - Steam chamber growth with time: DynaGrid model, TEMPER (10) SATAGAS (0.05)

In the reference model (figure 1), the entire model uses fine grid cells. Whereas, in the DynaGrid results (figure
2), the cells are amalgamated into coarser cells inside the steam chamber and in the cold zone where the
calculated property difference, between neighbouring cells, are small. The DynaGrid case is able to reproduce
a well-defined steam chamber profile at all times, which is a result of STARS and DynaGrid using the right
properties to trigger a grid amalgamation and de-amalgamation process. Steam condensation and the presence
of solvent rich high mobility region at the edge of the chamber is well defined and captured in the model. The
temperature variation indicates steam condensation while the oil phase variation shows the presence of the
solvent rich zone. Both parameters clearly define the high mobility region on the edge of the steam chamber.

Results
The ES-SAGD simulation results show that when the co-injection of steam and solvent mixture combines with
the viscous oil along the steam chamber boundary, bitumen viscosity is reduced more than during the SAGD
process. As a result, solvent co-injection with steam leads to a higher Recovery Factor (RF). CHLOE determined
the incremental cumulative produced oil, using the ES-SAGD process, was 3.6% when injecting a mixture of
nC3, nC4 and nC6.
In addition, the DynaGrid results provided comparable steam chamber interpretations to the fine gridding
model, but reduced the run-time by 3.5x for CHLOE’s model which had less than 25,000 grid cells. Because the
reliability of the simulation results depends on using fine scale grid cells to correctly represent fine phenomena
at the steam chamber interface, using DynaGrid is particularly important to achieve reasonable runtimes. Using
STARS, CHLOE proved ES-SAGD improved the recovery factor by 14%, over the SAGD process, and the CSOR
was reduced by 27%. In addition, using the ES-SAGD recovery process lowered the water requirement, energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
Summary of “Numerical Study of Thermal Processes with Solvents” by L. Amrani, CHLOE, University of Pau, France, August 2015
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